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COVID-19: 
Etiology, pathogenesis and treatment by a new method of Nonlinear Medicine 
 
 
 

      Optimal results and successful scientific forecasts are distinguished by the versatility of options for various 

approaches. In medicine, for example, simply physics, chemistry and biology has long been indispensable. The 

physician must have competencies in various fields of science and permanently analyze the complex of advanced 

discoveries. Ideally, the doctor should understand the human energy, take into account psychosomatics, 

understand the relationship of the patient with society and the environment in which he is. The integration of 

traditional approaches with the latest knowledge of the 21st century will provide fundamentally different results. 

This article proposes to turn to crystallography as one of the main components of the laws of conservation of 

nature and its connection with human health: it is obvious that crystals and minerals were first on the planet, and 

only then living matter. The theory of nonlinear medicine, developed by the author of the article more than 30 

years ago, combines the interconnections of living and nonliving matter, the causes of diseases and their 

consequences. I suppose that the conclusions and thoughts described here will seem to many implausible and 

contrary to established knowledge. Therefore, please familiarize yourself with such a concept as the Semmelweiss 

reflex. 

It is advisable to analyze the relationship between geometry and living matter on the example of the coronavirus 

COVID -19. The epidemic of coronavirus infection COVID -19 is very important for humanity, it requires him to 

stop, take a break and look around, expand his ideas about the world and nature. Speculations on the artificiality 

of this strain, conspiracy theories, conspiracy theories, etc., have nothing to do with reality. Perhaps such an 

information environment is beneficial for someone, because the consequences are predictable. It will be very 

bad, and everyone. Seasonal flu will pass, the economic destructive consequences will come and will cause a 

second and third wave of the same virus attacks, because there is a connection between wars, crises and viruses. 

Fears suppress a natural healthy existence, provoking diseases of the upper and lower respiratory tract and the 

body as a whole. 

                                                                 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ignaz_Semmelweis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ignaz_Semmelweis


 

Pathogenicity of COVID-19 

It is estimated that over a million people worldwide will die from coronavirus in a year. According to the WHO 

scale, COVID-19 belongs to the second group of pathogenicity, taking the penultimate place there. The first group 

includes plague, smallpox, hemorrhagic fevers, the second cholera, typhus, typhoid, viral hepatitis, etc. 

Coronaviruses are very variable, there are more than 40 species, their share is 5-14% of all types of influenza. 

- There is no need to talk about any artificiality in the origin of COVID-19. The virus and its movement on Earth 

have exacerbated and exacerbated the problems of mankind. Pneumonia of various etiologies has been growing 

in recent decades at an alarming rate, moreover, among young people, in large industrial areas and megacities. 

These statistics once again confirm the idea that “civilization” is the source of diseases, including cancer and viral 

pandemics. A solution is proposed in the field of prevention and treatment of damage to viruses and their future 

varieties on the basis of combining the Theory of Nonlinear Medicine with the amazing predictive ability of the 

theory of comparing similarities with laboratory studies and practical results. 

Geolocation COVID-19 

Where does the mutant come from? 

1. The pandemic began almost simultaneously in two regions, Wuhan (China) and Lombardy (Italy), autumn - 

winter, 2019-2020. A characteristic feature of these regions is the toxic industrial habitat and densely 

populated areas. An important factor in these regions is the permanent toxic effect. A person is constantly 

exposed to harmful substances and 5G electromagnetic radiation, electromagnetic noise, immunity and body 

weights are weakened. In addition, as we know, China has unusual culinary preferences, almost everything 

that moves, including bats, is eaten. Scientists from China who studied horseshoe bats coronaviruses have 

repeatedly warned that these viruses only need one mutation (the virus mutates on average once a week) to 

jump onto the human population. For many years, animal rights activists have banned the sale and 

consumption of wild animals. In 2017, virologists warned that there were already viruses in bat populations 

that were dangerous to humans, and that at any moment an epidemic similar to SARS, the previous 

coronavirus variant, the focus of which was also in China and was accompanied by a 10% mortality rate, could 

break out. 

2. 2. In a mystical way, the virus instantly spread across the globe. The daily displacement of millions of people is 

“to blame” for this. The virus, which mutated and passed onto humans, showed that we and nature are one. 

The social, economic, environmental and psychological consequences have not yet fully manifested 

themselves. Ecology has won, social and economic disasters are ahead. The psychology of modern man and 

society as a whole has suffered the most. The percentage of domestic crimes, violence and divorce, all the 

consequences of self-isolation for a long time will destroy life in all countries of the world, and especially in 

large cities. Moderate consumption becomes a vital condition, it turned out that you need less money than it 

seemed. The crisis has shown priority spending items. 

3. 3. How not to get infected and how to recover from COVID-19 and, most importantly, from future viruses and 

pathogenic bacteria that are rapidly changing in the modern environment? The answer can be found in 

geometry, more precisely crystallography, and not only in SARS-CoV-2 sequencing, reverse transcriptase, 

ribosomes, S-proteins, furin cleavage. 

4. 4. What unites all living and non-living structures? The form. The uniqueness is that it can suggest the behavior 

of a particular system in the process of life. According to the Theory of Nonlinear Medicine, the shape of the 

cells of the human body, plants, protozoa, microorganisms, viruses depends on the syngony in which they are 

located. The human body is “divided” into crystalline syngonies, which include various anatomical and 

functional units. It is they and the blood system and lymphoid system that are responsible for maintaining 

homeostasis, especially red blood cells, platelets and macrophages. (Reference: crystallographic classes, or 

types of symmetry, are combined into larger groups, called systems or syngonies). 

 



                                                                      Types of syngonias. 

 1.Lower category - no axes of higher order. 

2. The middle category is one axis of a higher order. 

 3. The highest category - several axes of higher  order, 

four axes of the 3rd order, there are no single directions, 

all directions are symmetrically equal. 32 crystallographic 

classes are divided into 5 cubic and 27 non-cubic 

syngonies. Normal cells of the human body are in 

different syngonies, but mainly in the middle and lower. 

Standard cells of multicellular organisms exist in order 

and harmony, strictly according to crystalline syngonies, not chaotically. The cancer cells located in any organ 

are all without exception, and the red blood cells are in higher syngonies, this is a cube and a ball. That is why 

cancer cells and virions of viruses, the immune system do not notice, and do not "touch" red blood cells. They 

are "transparent" to lymphocytes and white blood cells. In spherical formations there are several axes of 

higher order, four axes of the 3rd order, there are no single directions, all directions are symmetrical and 

equal. Those. there are more reasons for perestroika than in a system with lower syngonies. But energetically 

higher syngonias are more persistent and more aggressive. From this it becomes clear why hemoglobin from 

erythrocytes “disappears” and spherical viruses are more likely to mutate. In fig.  Figure  shows the layout of 

healthy cells of normal multicellular organisms in accordance with crystalline syngonies. The scheme was 

proposed by the Russian scientist S.V. Savelyev, this scheme correlates with the Theory of Nonlinear Medicine. 

 

       
 

  

                                                                            Explanation 

Anemia develops during the development of cancer. In this case, hemoglobin passes from the face-centric 

form to the volume-centric form, i.e. access of oxygen to the center of the hemoglobin molecule is difficult. 

The same applies to CO2, CO, and  glycation of red blood cells. Red blood cells and ferritin are the main goals 

of coronavirus and cancer, and the lungs are an important but not the main link in the pathogenesis of this 

disease. It is for this reason that patients with diabetes mellitus more often die from coronavirus. 

 The analogy between the form of red blood cells, cancer cells and most of the viruses suggests itself. And we 

know that there are oncogenic viruses that can cause and cause cancer. 

 



It is important to know the viruses, penetrating the cell, trigger the mechanism of copying and self-

reproduction. Cancer cells copy themselves in the same way. The mechanism is the same and there is a 

connection between these two phenomena. Therefore, it is a change in the geometric shape that contributes 

to the malignancy and increased virulence of viruses, despite the fact that the chemical composition of the 

material remains almost the same, only the external structure of the protein and lipids changes. 

 This is explained by the fact that in every syngony all reactions change, not only inside, but also outside the 

cells. Analysis of epidemics and pandemics showed that not only the form of the virus, but also the time, 

speed of mutations depend on social, environmental activity, solar activity, Schumann waves, the ratio of 

gases in the atmosphere, etc. 

           Why do spherical viruses mutate more often than others, causing terrible epidemics? 

Mutations of the genetic material of all living things, from viruses to humans, depend on the environment, 

which is poisoned exactly in the places where epidemics and pandemics begin. 

Because in higher syngonies, where there are many axes of symmetry, essentially isotropy reigns, i.e. chaos. 

Consequently, the isotropic habitat caused by human activities over the past couple of centuries is the cause 

of outbreaks of "incomprehensible" virus epidemics, the catastrophic growth of cancer pathology, 

autoimmune diseases, diabetes mellitus and immunodeficiency states, etc. "Mirror" diseases of civilization. 

 

Knowledge of the general laws of the appearance and preservation of living structures made it possible to 

understand the reason for such a terrible "deformation" of living matter and Nature. Everything happened 

under the merciless, treacherous and ill-conceived destruction of the atmosphere, hydrosphere and soil, in a 

very short period of time. All living matter and Nature are closely interconnected, they have "rubbed" together 

for billions of years. In the oceans, billions of tons of plankton, krill, and algae have controlled the ratios of 

oxygen and CO2. Plants produced oxygen at night and absorbed CO2 at night. But then the nature killer 

“Homo sapiens” appeared, constant pressure and change began in all directions. Nature has included its fail-

safe defense mechanism - viruses. This is a special group of organisms that represent an extracellular form of 

life. Sizes of viruses range from 20 to 300 nanometers. Thanks to electron microscopy, it was possible to study 

and see not only the “portrait” of the virus, but also to investigate the processes occurring inside the infected 

cell. Today, more than 5 thousand viruses are described, and each of them eats and multiplies due to other 

cells, that is, it parasitizes inside the body. According to scientists, the virus is able to survive in extreme 

conditions, has intelligence and cunning. By itself, it does not pose any danger, only when it enters the body, it 

begins to actively multiply. Having selected the necessary cells, he seems to screw his DNA code into them. 

This happens so quickly that less than a day sometimes passes from the moment of invasion to the first signs 

of the disease. 

Many viruses are considered fatal. In this case, even the most harmless of them can under certain 

circumstances mutate so much that, once in a weakened body, they will cause serious illness. 

Unfortunately, the corpses of modern people, industrialized countries, are "saturated" with xenobiotics to 

such an extent that they do not decompose in graves for 30 years. Those. viruses deal with modified 

organisms that have no protection against pathogens and viruses. Many viruses such as herpes, etc. have long 

been living in people and waiting for immunity to give a systemic failure. Tissues and cells of modern 

organisms are different! The bodies and tissues of people and pets, exhausted by spoiled water, xenobiotics, 

artificial food and electromagnetic smog. How long will we last in the world of plastic and money? 

To protect yourself from virus attacks, epidemics and pandemics? To start, prioritize. Money is the main killer 

of nature and humanity. And we must start with them. The second is to stop destroying nature. She will 

recover quickly. A toxic habitat must be systematically cleaned of toxins and again using natural friendly, non-

artificial bacteria. Feeling the weakening of anthropogenic pressure, viruses also "freeze". Cancer will also 

begin to clear its claws. It is not necessary to fight viruses and nature, but to correct human behavior, thereby 

saving the immunity of people, protecting the future. 

Imagine how the world will change if green industries and inventions open the way! It is difficult to believe in 

the reality of this idea, because having a huge number of patented developments (an artificial liver-kidney was 

created for hemodialysis at home; formulas for non-linear medicine drugs for the fight against oncology were 

developed and studied; “METSIS”, a device for early diagnosis of cancer, a magnetic therapy device Meandron 



for somatic and oncological diseases, a total of 79 patents), which can save thousands and millions of lives, 

often have to face the fear of officials and the doctor To do something that can make them get out of their 

comfort zone and go to the counter to outdated, but convenient ideas! There are thousands of discoveries in 

the world. 

 While humanity is making weak attempts to fight off virus attacks with the help of quarantines, vaccinations 

and various chemicals, this is half measure. We live in a “cloud” of viruses, they are everywhere, their millions 

of tons fly through the air and move through the water. Each of them hides in their "reservoir", in rats, cats, 

dogs, bats, humans. In fact, we are crammed with bacteria and viruses. They behave quietly and feed on the 

“man”, without causing attacks of immunity cells. You cannot hide from them, because we are part of nature. 

Microbes, viruses themselves are waging a continuous war between themselves. Multicellular organisms, this 

is their battleground for nutrition and territory. They cannot be killed, but they will have to live in peace with 

them. 

 

Viruses under the microscope 

What do small “monsters” look like under a microscope, who rule our world, slowly killing us inside or forming 

incredible epidemics? Basically they have a spherical shape (higher syngonies)! Let's consider each separately. 

 

                                                                                    Ebola 

 

                                                               Ebola is a virus that causes hemorrhagic fever, accompanied by a sharp increase 

in vascular permeability. The disease develops very quickly. A person dies in a 

few days from massive bleeding. The outbreak in West Africa in 2014-2016 is the 

largest and most complex Ebola outbreak since the discovery of this virus in 

1976. The average mortality rate of an Ebola virus disease is about 50%. In 

previous outbreaks, mortality rates ranged from 25% to 30%. Cylindrical form 

(higher syngonies). 

                                                                                    Herpes 

 

Herpes is a type of smallpox, manifested by a rash of vesicles on the skin (this is a 

harmless cold on the lip). In adults over 60, the herpes virus can cause extensive 

rashes. In this case, the virus “eats” the myelin sheath of the nerves.  

The disease occurs with severe pain, it is not fatal, but very painful. The virions of 

the herpes virus family  have a spherical shape with a diameter of 120 to 300 nm 

(higher syngonies). 

 

 

                                                                                         HIV 

 

HIV is a slow and progressive disease caused by a virus that infects immune cells. For 

several years, the disease develops into AIDS. The virions of the family have a spherical 

shape (higher syngonies). 

 

 

 

 

Coronaviruses 

 

Coronaviruses - "corona" in Latin means "crown" and most of them have spikes around 

them. Spherical shape (higher syngonias).  

MERS - (Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus). The first cases of the 

disease were recorded in Saudi Arabia in the early fall of 2012, but WHO recorded 

cases  



of infection until 2019. The clinical picture is characteristic of acute respiratory viral disease: the first 

symptoms are fever, cough, shortness of breath, as the disease develops, the disease becomes a form of 

severe viral pneumonia. The disease is characterized  by high mortality - about 35%. Spherical shape (higher 

syngonias). 

 

SARS ("SARS"). The first case was reported in November 2002, in the Chinese province of Guangdong. Within 2 

months, the infection spread to neighboring Hong Kong and Vietnam, and at the end of February 2003 and 

beyond - to other countries and continents. The last case of the disease was recorded in June 2003. A total of 

8437 cases of the disease were noted, of which 813 were fatal. Spherical shape (higher syngonias). 

 

COVID-19 is a potentially severe respiratory infection caused by SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus (2019-nCoV). It is a 

dangerous disease that can occur both in the form of an acute respiratory viral infection of a mild course and 

in a severe form, specific complications of which may include viral pneumonia, which entails acute respiratory 

distress syndrome or respiratory failure with a risk of death. 

 

                                  Virus Nipah 

 

 Nipah virus - Causes a serious illness characterized by inflammation of the brain 

(encephalitis) or respiratory diseases. The virus was first detected in 1999 in Malaysia. 

Spherical shape (higher syngonias). 

 

 

                               

                               Spaniard 

 

Spaniard - The Spanish flu epidemic of 1918-1919 was caused by the extremely aggressive and 

deadly  influenza A virus. Healthy adults often fell victim to it, unlike most flu outbreaks that 

affected mostly weakened categories of people. According to modern  

estimates, influenza claimed 100 million lives,  that is, 5% of the world's population at that 

time. Oval (higher syngonias) 

 

 

                                          Zika Virus 

                                                                                                                                                                         

Zika virus - The main vectors of the Zika virus causing the  disease are mosquitoes of 

the genus Aedes. Zika virus infection is associated with an increased risk  of 

neurological complications in adults and children, including Guillain-Barré syndrome, 

neuropathy and myelitis. Spherical shape (higher syngonias) 

 

 

 

                                                H1n1 

 

H1N1 ("swine  flu"). In April-May 2009, an outbreak of a new strain of influenza virus was 

observed in Mexico and the United States. On 11 June,  WHO announced the swine flu 

pandemic,  the first pandemic in 40 years. About 255716 cases of A / H1N1 influenza infection 

and 2627 deaths were recorded in more than 140 regions of the world. Spherical shape (higher 

syngonias). 

 

 

 

 



 

H5n1 

 

    H5N1 ("bird flu"). The first known cases of the  disease occurred in Hong Kong in 1997.  

Then it was first discovered that direct transmission  of avian influenza A virus from 

birds to humans  could cause an outbreak of respiratory infection  in humans. The 

virus reappeared in 2003, when new human cases were reported in China and Hong 

Kong. 15 countries officially  notified WHO of 665 cases of infection, 392 of them were 

fatal. Cylindrical (higher syngony). 

 

                                    Hantavirus 

 Hantavirus 

 

- It is generally accepted that for the first time this virus caused the disease of a 

large number of people during the Korean War of 1950-1953. Then over 3,000 

soldiers felt bad. They had internal  bleeding and impaired renal function. This 

episode  is called "Korean hemorrhagic fever." Spherical (higher syngonies). 

 

 

Unfortunately, looking at the “set” of spherical viruses and their oval counterparts, one can predict outbreaks 

of more dangerous pandemics that will affect animals and birds, weakened human organisms, their lungs, 

kidneys, intestines, spinal cord and brain. 

 

March 24, 2020 in China, one resident has already died from hantavirus. And how many die from other 

unidentified strains? In fact, this case confirms the observation of an increase in the virulence of viruses that 

are almost harmless to humans, due to a decrease in immunity under the oppression of civilization. And it is 

the viruses with this form that are most susceptible to mutations. Only the form of viruses and their identity 

with cancer suggests how to counter this and future pandemics. 

 

In figure  shows examples of cells of the virus (coronavirus), cancer, and standard red blood cell, on which they 

can clearly compare their similarity in shape: 

 

                
  

                              Cancer Cell                                      Coronavirus                                    Red Blood Cell 

 

Totally, this problem is solved by simple passive and active immunity. Vaccination is not yet possible and 

illogical, due to the difficulty of finding reliable data, due to the frequent mutation of viruses. The basic 

immunity, as you know, is created in the intestines, by microbiota! First of all, these are probiotics (symbionts 

that produce immunocompetent cells in the intestine) and prebiotics (food that helps normal and self-

regulating microbiota). As well as antibodies isolated from the tissues of people who have had this or that 

virus, here is a real and effective help. 

 

 



 

 

 

Who is opposing whom? 

 

The battlefield is the human body. In the present historical period - this is already thoroughly battered by 

civilization living matter. Even in ancient Egypt and Greece, people who had been ill with plague were looked 

after by people who had previously had this disease: experience showed that they were no longer susceptible 

to infection, it was an empirical experience. New knowledge about the relationship of immunity and 

crystallography is now proving and clarifying the situation. 

 

The process is as follows: the coronavirus with its RNK, the “rim” of the protein with the horns, attacks the S-

protein, almost half dead and immobilized. The only advantage of viruses is nanoscale and number of species. 

Why they were created by nature is not known, perhaps this is a reliable mechanism for regulating 

populations on the planet. “Junk” DNA in multicellular cells and “junk biocinosis” play a huge role in the 

functioning of living matter. And such "microorganisms", essentially parasites, are opposed by cellular and 

tissue immunity. The whole army with its laws and regulations. Macrophages, immune system generals and 

soldiers in the form of neutrophils, immunoglobulins, etc. create a cytokine storm. But, the virus also affects 

red blood cells, transferring its hemoglobin from one form in a cubic syngony to another, which includes a 

chain of reactions, followed by lung damage. 

And from this moment begins the second wave of attack of coronavirus on unprotected lung tissue, the target 

of viruses. 

 

Immune system patterns 

 

The bulk of immunity is produced in the lymphoid tissue of the small intestine. 

80% of the immune system is concentrated in the mucosa and submucosa of the small intestine. It is on her 

that our attention is directed. It is worth considering the condition of the intestine, its ability to absorb useful 

substances, and to exclude acute and chronic inflammation of the gastrointestinal tract. In turn, the state of 

Peyer's plaques depends on the contents of the intestine, and its microbiota. 

Viruses, mixing with food and entering the intestines, can suppress lymphoid tissue, which stops producing 

lymphocytes and immunoglobulins. 

The human immune system includes: 

 

A) The central primary organs are the red bone marrow, and the thymus gland (thymus). These organs 

produce several types of cells, which oversee the constancy of the cellular and antigenic composition of the 

internal environment; 

 B) Peripheral secondary - spleen, lymph nodes (antibodies enter the inferior vena cava, then into the heart, 

into the small circle and lungs, thereby strengthening tissue immunity), lymphoid tissue (produces antibodies 

and immunoglobulins). 

 

Following the logic, we understand that this way the immune system is destroyed, and as a result, tissue 

immunity, in particular, the lungs, is weakened. 

 

The main cells of the immune system - phagocytes and lymphocytes (B and T lymphocytes) circulate through 

the circulatory and lymphatic systems, some of which can penetrate the tissues. Lymphocytes produce specific 

proteins (antibodies) - immunoglobulins that interact with certain antigens and bind them. Antibodies 

neutralize the activity of poisons, microbes, make them more accessible to phagocytes. Other shaped 

elements of blood and lymph should remain in sight. Especially from the higher syngonias, primarily red blood 

cells! They should be in the field of view of researchers constantly! These studies will give us drugs for the 

treatment of cancer, viral pathologies and diabetes. 



 

 

Symptom Sequence 

 

Now the question. How to stop the speed of spread and how to cure seriously ill patients? Given the 

pathogenesis of the disease, paths of salvation can also be traced. Getting coronavirus on the mucous 

membranes of the mouth, eyes, nose moves further into the brain, bronchi, lungs, esophagus and further into 

the intestines. The following processes occur, with varying frequency from isolated cases to frequent: loss of 

smell, cough, pulmonary heart disease, hyperthermia, chills, joint pain, intestines sometimes react and 

diarrhea joins. 

 

The first barrier: personal hygiene and masks capable of not only passively sorbing viruses, but also actively 

destroying them. I developed such cartridge masks more than five years ago. Working title: respirator – 

medical mask. Those. these masks stop and kill viruses not only in the nasopharynx and upper respiratory 

tract, they can destroy viruses that have penetrated into the depths of the lung tissue. Now the question is 

about the possibility of using this technology in clinical practice, not only for treating pneumonia with 

complications of this virus, but also ordinary bacterial pneumonia. 

 

The second barrier: local sanitation of the throat and nose. Daily (2-3 times) rinsing of the nose and oral cavity 

with saline solution, or soapy water (Alkalization and destruction of the lipid membrane of viruses occur. After 

the procedure, it is necessary to moisten the mucous membranes). 

 

Third barrier: immunity. There is no innate immunity to this strain. There is an acquired and less protective a 

priori - BCG. In modern man, all organs are “leaky” for pathogens. The most weak are the blood, intestines and 

immune system. The conclusion suggests itself. It is necessary to purify the blood, using sufficient 

dissymmetric  water, restore the microbiota, for example, with the help of our excellent useful products: 

Synergists, Symbiontes Kutushov, Microbiotic mixt. 

 

Back in 2010, the idea arose to implement a powerful defense of human health. The production of functional 

foods for adults and children, “Synergists” and “Symbiontes Kutushov”, which: 

- restore immunity and balance in the digestive tract; 

- neutralize the effect of toxins (food, medicine, alcohol, chemical); - protect against viruses and pathogenic 

bacteria; 

- control the behavior of yeast, toxins, and microbes alien to a healthy human body, the number of which 

unfortunately has grown significantly and will continue to grow; 

- at times reduce the load on the liver, gall bladder, regenerate the mucous membranes of the stomach, 

esophagus, throat and gums; 

- are prevention of oncology. 

 

The composition is based on the combination of the Mongolian fermented milk drink Hurunge, a special 

symbiosis of bacteria and plant components (broccoli, blueberries, apricot kernel). 

The goal was achieved, the forecast turned out to be true, the results of research by Synergists, Symbiontes 

Kutushov and numerous reviews proved that you can protect yourself and loved ones in a modern 

environment, live without oncology and epidemics. 

 

To strengthen our natural defense, you must definitely eat foods that friendly bacteria feed on. Pay attention 

to garlic, it should be consumed daily, 1-2 cloves, finely chop and swallow with water, not chewing. The 

described recommendations will help start the process of blood purification, restoration of microbiota and 

immunity. It is necessary to eat foods rich in fiber, vitamins and minerals. Do not forget about plants, for 

example wormwood, aromas, essential oils, for example, tea tree, needles. To do this, you need to take a 

small container with water or in an aroma lamp, add a few drops of oil and put it at the head of the bed for the 

http://en.icdmc.ru/article-on-symbionts-and-synergists


night. Phytoncides of these plants will protect against viruses that have fallen on the surface of the body, hair, 

objects during the day and remained on them. 

And now, pharmacology, but this is not a barrier, but just an assistant to the self-healing of the body. Recall 

the title of this article and the results of cancer treatment described in my books, a method for comparing 

similarities, conclusions, and correlating all of this, it can be argued that nonlinear medicine drugs are a new 

method in treating people affected by coronavirus. 

Nonlinear medicine drugs are patented, have a huge number of studies and confirmed results in Israel, Russia 

and other countries, have no side effects, and are not toxic. 

 

RESULTS (I do not recommend watching people with a sensitive nervous system). 

 

Nonlinear medicine drugs cause induced anisotropy and dissymmetry in the cytoplasm of cells, thereby 

curing many diseases, including viral ones. 

 

In vitro and in vivo, it is proved that organic salts and acids, in a certain combination, not only overwhelmingly 

affect cancer cells, but also increase the production of interferon by the body's defense systems hundreds of 

times. Pigments inhibit phytochemical reactions, without which the cancer cell ceases to develop, and, very 

importantly, activate the mechanism of apoptosis, which is responsible for the death of malignant cells, and 

autophagy, leading to partial or complete destruction of cancer cells. Organic pigments block stroma and 

blood vessels in malignant tumors, thereby significantly limiting their growth. 

 

Thus: 

Group of dyes, pigments of oscillators (Nm-2, Nm-3, Nm-5, Nm-6, Nm-7, Nm-8, Nm-9, Nm-10, Nm-11, Nm-12, 

Nm-13, Nm-14, Nm-15, Nm-16) - is responsible for the suppression of the metabolism and proliferation of 

almost all types of cancer cells; 

The group of dyes, pigments (Nm-18, Nm-19, Nm-20, Nm-21, Nm-21, Nm-22, Nm-23, Nm-24, Nm-25) - is 

responsible for the suppression of metabolism and proliferation of almost all types of cancer cells; 

The group of salts of organic acids (Nm-4, Nm-17) - suppresses the stability of tumors, increases the 

susceptibility of the tumor to drugs of the first group. 

 

Many note the anti-age effect, which opens up additional prospects for research. The only drawback of the 

drugs is the lack of official recognition. However, I hope that in connection with the growing need for funds to 

combat the pandemic and the threat to humanity, it is possible to quickly implement the proposed inventions 

in healthcare. Nonlinear medicine preparations can be used both for prophylaxis and for the treatment of 

coronavirus and other types of infection. They have proven themselves very well in the treatment of 

amyloidosis, autoimmune diseases, diabetes mellitus, etc. 

To prevent infection, it is necessary to take two three drops per glass of water (Nm 2, Nm 6, Nm 23) in the 

morning and evening, and two three drops of this solution in each nostril, in the morning and in the evening. 

In case of symptoms of a viral disease, you can take a short course of controlled immunosuppressor (AFH) and 

do inhalation with Nm drugs using a nebulizer (inhaler). In very severe cases, along with conventional methods 

of therapy, you can enter 1-2 ml of 1% Nm: 2, 6, 7, 15, 23, 25, connecting with a solution of 0.9% NaCl, 

intravenously (only as directed), two once a day for 5-7 days. The exact recommendations must be selected 

individually, on the diagnostic device - a mini express test system  METSIS. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

To prevent epidemic outbreaks and treat viral infections, you can use biological agents - symbiontes of 

bacteria, the main opponents of viruses, physical factors - Meandrons of Kutushov, dissymmetric water and 

pharmacological preparations of Nonlinear Medicine. As you can see, a full range of measures has been 

developed to maintain human health. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SRDeDCLAenFhO3M5uLS87b5PSsxLbQp4?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LQ0kcoYu9_OMMipyw-2PsMKkQp5eMWF8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Kx3obpOYlh9wa5QDj3wTXH-tvvxUNJ-U?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YXIcvuss_tDUPXpPIB_bzHPs_HFFxBt8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13ht2fwtdB3a_Jl2YYvt_R-tQXcFRa_YP?usp=sharing


The presented methods are an ecological symbiosis of medicine, geometry, laws of crystallography, which are 

a powerful tool for restoring and maintaining human health. Only good will is needed. 

 

 

More About Nonlinear Medicine 

 

Instagram:  @prosymbionts 

 

Website: http://kutushov.info/ 

 

e-mail:  kutushov@gmail.com 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13c5SEyGcVTcWaEbq7GkQv4tnLtFR-o_v?usp=sharing
https://www.instagram.com/prosymbionts/
http://kutushov.info/

